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The complex sequence (Ck)~=O is assumed to be normal. In the separable Hilbert
space (H, (" .») we solve the "operator moment problem": Find A E B(H) such
that (A kUO ' uo) = ck (k = 0, I,... ), (u oE H). A compact = (Ck)~=O has meromorphic
generating function /(z) = L:~=o CkZ

k
. Pade-type approximants to f, sometimes the

ordinary Pade approximants, are obtained as solutions of certain approximate
Fredholm equations generated by projections onto finite dimensional subspaces.

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

In 1963 Chisholm [4] showed that Fredholm integral equation techniques
can yield convergence results for Pade approximants associated with the
Neumann series solution of such an equation. Compare also [5].

Since then, a number of contributions in this direction have appeared. We
mention especially Baker's 1975 paper [1], containing many results and
applications. In the present paper we exploit the so-called moment method
due to Vorobyev [8].

With the Fredholm equation

x=zAx +uo, (1)

where A is a compact operator on the separable Hilbert space (H<" .»); x,
Uo E H; z E C, we associate the "approximate equation"

set in the subspace Un=span(uo,Auo,A2uo, ...,An-1uo) of H. Here
An: Un~ Un is the solution of Vorobyev's moment problem:
"Find an operator An: Un ~ Un satisfying

(k=O,l,...,n-l),
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where En is the orthogonal projection of H onto Un and un =Anuo'" An can
be extended to all of H by putting An = EnAEn' For (I) we have the solution
in the form of a Neumann series,

valid at least for all z E C satisfying Iz I < IIA 11-1.
Putting (Anuo,uo)=cn (n=O, I,... ) we have

00

(x,uo)= '\' cnzn=j(z).
n=O

We show that (xn , uo) is the [n -lln]-Pade-type approximant for f
Vorobyev proves: X n 4 x strongly. This implies a convergence result for

these approximants (see Theorem 2.1). If the operator A in (1), apart from
being compact, is, moreover, assumed to be simple (see Definition 1.1), then
(xn , uo) is the [n - lin ]-Pade approximant in the ordinary Pade table and
we have a convergence result in this case also: Theorem 1.3.

In the case of a non-simple compact operator A, we modify Vorobyev's
moment problem in order to obtain results on convergence in the ordinary
Pade table. We resort to something akin to oblique projection (see
Baker [2D. An important feature of these methods is that we get results on
the rate of convergence of (xn , uo) 4 (x, uo). (See (1.8).) This brings in the
question: Given a power series L~=o cnz n, in advance, can we find a linear
operator A (at least bounded) such that (A nuo ' uo) = cn (n = 0, I,... )? This
problem, referred to as the "operator moment problem," is treated in
Section 4. In the case L~=o cnz n represents a meromorphic function, which
is regular at 0, a compact operator can always be found. Hence the
techniques indicated above can sometimes be used as a method in
convergence theory of the Pade table. Apart from these applications, the
operator moment problem seems to be interesting in its own right.

1

Throughout this paper H will denote a separable Hilbert space with inner
product (., . ).

Vorobyev [8] considered the following moment problem:
Given a bounded linear operator A on Hand Uo E H (uo*- 0), construct a
linear operator A n on the subspace Un = span (uo' up..., u'! _1) satisfying

(k=O,I,...,n-I),

where En is the orthogonal projection onto Un'

(1.1 )
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The operator A n so obtained plays a major role in the convergence theory
of the approximations we consider in this paper. We introduce the sequence
(cn)~=o defined by

(n = 0, 1,... ). (1.2)

We will assume always that (cn)~=o is a normal sequence, Le., all deter
minants

Cm cm + 1 cm +n- I

H(m) = cm + I cm +2 cm +n (m, n = 0, 1,... ),n

cm +n_ 1 cm +n cm + 2n - 2

differ from zero. This has the geometric implication that dim Un = n
(n = 0, 1,... ). This can be proved as follows:

Consider the (n X n)-matrix (aijnj~o, where

(i,j=O,1, ...,n-l),

and ui = A i uo ' vj = (A *y Uo (i,j = 0, 1,... ).
Here A * denotes the adjoint of A. The determinant of this matrix, e.g.,

(u o , vo) (UO'v l ) (uo,v n_ l )

(u l , vo) (up VI) (up Vn_ l)

(un -1' Vo) (u n_ p VI) (un_I,V n_ l )

IS

Co C I
Cn_

1

H(O) = C I C2 Cn *0.n

Cn_ 1 Cn C2n - 2

If the vectors Uo, U 1"'" Un -I were linearly dependent then the same would
hold for the rows of H~O). This is impossible.

We put Enun= -aouo - a1u I - ... - an_Iun_ l , where the a i are complex
numbers. We can write

(A~ + an_IA~-1 + ... + aoI) Uo = 0.

In the following we use the notation PiA n) = A ~ + an _ IA ~ - 1 + '" + a oI. In
the rest of this section we will consider only those bounded operators
A: H -. H that are simple.
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DEFINITION 1.1. The bounded linear operator A is said to be simple if
with uk=Akuo'(k=O, 1'00') and vj=(A*yuo (j=0, 1,... )

VnEN,

holds.
An important special case of a simple operator is a bounded self-adjoint

operator. On the other hand, there exist simple non-self-adjoint operators.
For the coefficients a i of the polynomial function Pn considered above, a

system of equations can be found by observing that un -Enun is orthogonal
to the space Un = span(uo, Up..., Un-I) = span(uo' V p... , vn-I)' whence

(k=O,I,oo.,n-l).

Written in full

(uo,vo)a o + (upvo)a l + + (un_pvO)an_1 + (un,v o) =0
(uo,vl)ao + (upvl)a l + + (Un_pvl)an_l + (un,v l) =0,

(uo,vn_l)a O+ (UI,vn_l)a l +...+ (un_pvn_l)an_1 + (un,v n_l) = 0,

(1.3)

or equivalently

coao + cla l + ... + cn_Ian_1 + cn = °cIao + cza l + ... + cnan_1 + cn+ I = ° (1.4)

Cn- Iao + cna l + ... + cZn-Zan_1 + CZn _1 = °
We put

Co C1 Cn
CI Cz Cn+ I

.1n(z) = (z E C).
cn_1 Cn CZn - 1

zn zn-I

See Baker [1, p. 816J.
It is easy to verify that

(1.5)
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From (1.5) it follows (Perron [7, p. 243] that znpn(z-I) is the denominator
of the Pade approximant [n - I/n]f for L~=o cnz n=f(z).

In the first part of the proof of the following theorem we use an argument
due to Brezinski [3, pp. 132-133].

THEOREM 1.1. Let xn be the solution of the equation xn=zAnxn+uO

(xnE Un) and Z-I not an eigenvalue of An which is the solution of the
moment problem (1.1) for the simple operator A. Let cn= (Anuo' uo>
(n = 0, 1,... ) and assume that (cn)~=o is normal. Then (xn, uo> = [n - I/n]f
for f(z) = L~=o cnz n.

Proof Pn denotes the characteristic polynomial of An. As n + 1 elements
of Un are linearly dependent, numbers fJo,/Jp ... ,fJn exist (not all equal to
zero) with

n

'\' fJA i Uo= 0,
~ I n
i=O

and so

(k = 0, 1,... ).

Put

to obtain

(i = 0, 1,... ),

n

'\' fJ (n) - °..:.... iCk+i-
;=0

(k = 0,1,... ). (1.6)

For a value of z regular with respect to An'

00

( >-«1 A)-I >-'\' (n)iXn,U O - -z n uo,uo - ...... C; z.
;~o

This last series is a recurrent series in view of (1.6) so it is a rational
function Qn_l(z)IPiz) (indices representing degrees).

Any zero z of Pn makes 1- zA n singular, hence z -I is an eigenvalue of
An; in other words, z -I is a zero of Pn' Hence Pn(z) is the denominator of
[n-1/n]f for f(z)=L.~=ocnzn. We already know cjn)=Ci (i=O, 1,...,
n - 1). We only have to show that

(i = n, n + 1,..., 2n - 1),
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also holds. Consider the product (L~o ciZi)(ZnPn(z-I)). The coefficient of
Zk (where k E In, n + 1,... , 2n - I}) is

Then

is equal to the determinant obtained from L1 n(z) upon replacing the last row,
i.e., zn, zn-I, ... , 1 by the row ck- n' ck- n+l'...,ck-l' ck. But the determinant
so obtained is equal to zero. I

Remark 1.1 The coefficient of z2n in the product above is

We quote the following result from Vorobyev [8].

THEOREM 1.2. Let A: H ~ H be compact and z a regular value for

x=zAx + Uo (uoE H). (1. 7)

Then for n E N sufficiently large the equation

where An is the solution of the moment problem (1.1), has a solution
xnE Un = span(uo,Auo,...,An-luo) and the sequence (xn) converges strongly
to the solution of(1.7) (i.e., limn.... co Ilxn-xii = 0).

The proof is based on the fact that limn.... co IIA -Anll = O. It is important that

IIAnll~IIAII·
We restrict ourselves now to the case of a simple compact operator A and

to those regular values of z satisfying Iz I < IIA II-I. Then the solution of (1. 7)
is given by the Neumann series

x = Uo + zAuo+ z 2A 2UO + ....

Now

In view of Theorem 1.1 we have

THEOREM 1.3. Let A be simple and compact and let the sequence (cn):.x'=o
of its moments be normal. Then the sequence of [n - I/n]/ Pade approx
imants to fez) = L:.x'=o cnzn converges to f for all z satisfying Izl < IIA II-I.
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Remark 1.2. On the rate of convergence the following result (see
Vorobyev [8, p. 36, Theorem VII)) is known:
For any real q> °there exists a positive real number D, not depending on n,
such that

Hence we have for the rate of convergence in our case

2.

Let A be a bounded linear operator with a normal sequence of moments
(cn):::'=o, where cn=<Anuo,uo) (n=O, 1,... ); uoEH. The operator A is no
longer assumed to be simple. Let (An):::'=o be the sequence of linear operators
solving the moment problem (1.1).

Solving the equation in Un = span(uo,Auo,... ,An-luo),

for any value of z regular with respect to An' we have

(1)

< )-«1 A)-l )-'\~ (n)iX n, Uo - - Z n uo, Uo - ..... Ci Z.
i=O

We still have the relation (1.5), hence

(2.1 )

where R n _ 1 and Sn have degrees n - 1 and n, respectively. The Taylor
expansion of Rn_1(z)/Sn(z) agrees with L~OCiZi up through the term
Cn _ I Z n - 1. For these "Pade-type" approximants we have

THEOREM 2.1. Let A: H -> H be compact and the sequence (cn):::'= 0 of its
moments be normal. Then the sequence of Pade-type approximants
(Rn_1(z)/Sn(z)) converges to L~Ocizn for all z satisfying Izi < IIAII- I

. I
Regarding the rate of convergence the same remark can be made as at the
end of Section 1.

Remark 2.1. If z is a regular value for A then

x=zAx+ w
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has a (unique) solution for every wE H. If we take w = Uk we find, for the
Neumann series solution,

hence

00

(x, uo) = ,'" ck+nz n.
n=O

Hence the result in Theorem 2.1 holds for all series I:::'=o Ck+nZn
(k = 0,1,... ).

3.

Let A be a bounded linear operator in H and let UoE H and assume that
the moments cn = (A nuo ' uo) (n = 0, 1,2,... ) form a normal sequence. If A is
not simple, orthogonal projections no longer lead to ordinary Pade approx
imants. In order to obtain ordinary Pade approximants we have to resort to
oblique projections.

Let un=Anuo and vn=(A*tuo, (n=0,1,2, ... ) and put
Un = span(uo'"'' Un-I) and Vn = span(vo"'" vn_ I). For each n we define a
linear mapping B n: Un --+ Un by

where

BnUk=Uk+1

and Bnun_ 1 = u'n

if k = 0, 1,..., n - 2,

if k = n - 1,
(3.1 )

(3.2)

It is obvious that then Pn(Bn)uo=O (n= 1,2,... ). We see that znpn(z-l) is
the Pade denominator on the field (n - lin) in the ordinary Pade table for
I:::'=o cnzn. An analysis as done in Section 1 shows that Theorem 1.1 is a
special case of

THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a bounded linear operator in H and let Uo E H.
Assume that the moments cn = (A nuo ' uo) form a normal sequence and let
Un = span(uo,Auo,... ,An-luo) (n = 1,2,... ). Let the linear mapping
B n: Un --+ Un be defined by (3.1) and (3.2). Then, if X n E Un satisfies x n=
zBnxn + uofor any regular value of the complex parameter z, then (xn, uo) is
the [n - lin1Pade approximant of the series 1::%"=0 CkZ k. I

640/35/3-5
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Since (Pn(A)uo,Pn(A*)uo)::='=o is a biorthogonal system in H we have
un - u~.l Vn (n = 1,2,... ). In fact u~ = Qnun' where Qn:H -+ H is the
continuous linear projection with kernel V; and range Un' (The existence of
these projections follows from the normality of (cn)::='=o')

In the case that A is compact and that (II Qn II)::='= I is bounded, a
modification of Vorobyev's method, i.e., approximation of A by QnAQn'
gives similar convergence results of the Pade approximants as in the case
that A is simple, Now we drop the assumption that A is compact and that
(1IQnll)~1 is bounded, but instead we suppose that (un)::='=o is a (Schauder)
basis of H and that (Sn)::='=o is the corresponding sequence of projections
(i.e., SiL:f=o ~kUk) = L:Z:~ ~kUk)' Suppose K is the corresponding basis
constant, so K = sUPn II S nII. Then we can extend the operators B n to all of H
by

for k = n, n + 1,.... (3.3)

The fact that (un)::='=o is a basis guarantees us that Bn is continuous. For each
x = L:f=o ~kUk in H we have

(3.4)

where

whence

and

(3.5)

4.

(n = 1,2,... ). (3.6)

In this section we consider the "operator moment problem": Given a
function f, f(z) = I:::='=o cnzn, Co = 1, can we find a bounded or even
compact linear operator A in the separable Hilbert space H such that
(A nuo' uo) =Cn (n = 0,1,2,... ), for some UoE H?

It turns out that a bounded operator A can be found if the power series
L:::='=o cnzn has a positive radius of convergence. The reverse also holds. A
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compact operator can be constructed if and only if f is meromorphic in the
whole complex plane and f(O) = 1.

In the sequel H = 12 and (en)':'=o is the unit vector basis of H.

LEMMA 4.1. If (Pn)':'=o is a sequence of scalars such that
lim sUPn !Pni l/n < 00 and sUPk;;.n IPk! > 0, Vn, then there exists a scalar
sequence (an)':'= I which satisfies

cD

I~: 12 < 00,
(i) '\'

n=1
cD

IP~: I 1

2

< 00 and(ii) "---n=1

(iii) Cn+ I) 00 is bounded.
an n=l

Moreover, if lim sUPn IPn !l/n = 0, then (iii) can be replaced by

(iv) I" an+1 0Im--= .
n an

Proof Let rn=sup(lpkI1/k:k)n) and r=Jimnrn. If we take
an = «n 2+ 1) r~n -IPnI 2)1/2, then

(n = 1,2,... ).

It is easy to verify (i), (ii) and (iii). If r = 0 then (iv) obviously holds. I

THEOREM 4.1. Let fez) = L:':'=o cnz n have radius of convergence R. Let
Co = 1. Then:

(a) There exists a bounded linear operator A in H such that
(A neo , eo) = cn (n = 0, 1,2,... ) if and only if R >O.

(b) If R = 00 then there is a compact linear operator A in H with
(A neo , eo) = cn (n = 0, 1,2,... ).

Proof If A is bounded and (Aneo' eo) = Cn (n = 0,1,2,... ), then IcnJl/n =
J(A neo ' eoWln ~ IIA II, so R > O.

Conversely let R > O. We may assume that sUPk;>n IPkl > 0, Vn. By
Lemma 4.1 there is a sequence of scalars (an)':'=1 such that

(1) 00 IC /2L ....!!. < 00,
n=1 an
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(2)

(3)

(4)
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n~1 IC:: I
1

2

< 00 and

(an+1)00 is bounded if we have only R >0, and
an n=1

I, an+1 0 'fRIm--= 1 = 00,
n an

If Aeo=cleo+alel and Aen=«cocn+l-clcn)/an)eo-(a.cn/an)el+
(a n+I/an) en+I for n = 1,2,..., then A neo = cneo+anen so that (A neo , eo> = Cn
for all n and it follows directly from (1), (2), (3) and (4) that A is bounded if
R >0 and that A is compact if R = 00, since the matrix of A with respect to
(en)~o is given by

eo e l e2

eo CI

d l d2
a. a2

el a l
alcl a lc2
a l a2

e2 0
a2 0
a l

0
a3

a2

0

en+1

o

o

o

where dn=CoCn+I-ClCn (n= 1,2,... ). I
Remark 4.1. Let A be the operator constructed in the second part of the

proof of Theorem 4.1. If un =A neo (n = 0,1,2,... ) and un = un/II ull, then the
operator T: H -+ H defined by Ten = Un (n = 0, 1,2,...) is an isomorphism of
H. This means that (un)::'=o is a basis of H which is equivalent to (en)::'=o'
Hence the sequence (un)::'=o is also a basis. However, if A is compact, then
(un)::'=o cannot be equivalent to (en)::'=o since in that case the shift operator
en -+ en + 1 in /2 would be compact.
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THEOREM 4.2. Let 1:::"=0 Cnzn have a positive radius of convergence and
let Co = 1. Then the following are equivalent:

(a) There exists a compact linear operator A in H such that
(Aneo,eo)=cn (n=O, 1,2,... ).

(b) There is a meromorphic function f on C such that
fez) = 1:::"=0 cnzn in some neighborhood ofO.

Proof (a):::> (b). Let A be compact and suppose that (Aneo,eo)=cn
(n = 0, 1,2,... ). Then the set of singular values for A is at most countable and
the only possible point of accumulation is z = 00. Moreover, the singular
values =1=00 for A are poles of the operator-valued function z -+ (I - ZA)-I
which is holomorphic on the set of regular values (see Dunford and
Schwartz [6, VII.3.2 and VII.4.5 D, so z -+ (I - zA) -I is meromorphic on C
and regular at z=O. Consequently f(z) = «I -ZA)-' eo, eo) is a scalar
valued meromorphic function on C which, in addition, satisfies

00 00

fez) = L (zkAkeo, eo) = L CkZ k
k=O k=O

for Izi < IIA II-I.

(b) :::> (a). Let f be meromorphic on C and let

for Izl<o,(o>O).

Then there exist entire functions g and h such that

fez) = 1 + zh(z)
1- zg(z)

for all z E C\{poles}. (4.1 )

Put h(z) = 1:%"=0 f.lkZk and g(z) = 1:%"=0 AkZk for all z E C. Then it follows
from (4.1) that

(n = 0, 1,2,... ). (4.2)

We assume that f is not a rational function. This is certainly the case if the
sequence (cn)~=o is normal. When g and h both reduce to polynomials, a
slight modification of the proof given here yields a finite dimensional
operator which generates the moments cn'

Let uo=eo, u1=c1eO+e1 and a1=1. If Pn=IAn+f.lnl+lf.ln-llllulll
(n=I,2,... ), then limnlpnI1/n=0 and for all n, sUPk;;.nIPkl>O. By
Lemma 4.1 there is a sequence of scalars (a n):;"= 2 satisfying

and I· an+l °Im--= .
n an

(4.3)
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We extend UO' u l inductively to a sequence (un);:;"=o by

(n = 1,2,... ) (4.4)

and we notice that this relation is also valid for n = O. As (un);:;"=o is an
independent sequence we can define the linear operator A in H by

(n = 0, 1,2,... ). (4.5)

Then it follows from (4.4) and (4.5) that

(J.in-I +An-I) U1 +An_2U2+ ... + AOUn+anAen= Un+I

={J.in+An)Uo+An_IUI + ... +AoUn+an+len+1 for n= 1,2,... ,

and this implies

(n= 1,2,... ). (4.6)

Together with Aeo= c I eo + el this gives, by (4.3) and the definition of Pn,
that A is compact. Furthermore we have (eo, eo) = 1, (Aeo' eo) = C1 and, by
induction, using (4.4) and (4.2),

(Aneo,eo) = (un' Uo)

= ({J.in-I +An-I) Uo+An_2U1+ +AoUn~1 +anen, Uo)

= (J.in-I +An_I) Co +An_2C1+ +AoCn~1 = Cn' (n = 2, 3,... ). I

Remark 4.2. Theorem 4.2 shows that convergence results based on the
compactness of the operator are restricted to meromorphic functions.

Remark 4.3. It can be shown that in the above construction we have
uo=eo and un=cneO+(n_Ialel + (n-2 a 2e2+ ... + (oanen (n= 1,2,... ),
where the (n are given by 1/(1 - zg(z» = I:;:;"~o (nzn in some neighborhood
of o. It is easily seen from these relations that in this construction (un);:;"=o is
in general not a basis of H.

Remark 4.4. If the elements of the sequence (cn);:;"=o are of the special
form Cn = I:r=o aZ I~kl\ where I:r=o l~kl2 < 00, then the operator moment
problem has a very simple solution.

If we define Aen= anen (n = 0,1,2,... ) and Uo= I:;;:o ';kek' then
(Anuo' uo) = cn (n = 0,1,2,... ). Moreover

A is bounded ~ (an);:;"=o is bounded
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A is compact <:> lim an = O.
n

263

Baker [1 J remarked that the cn have this special form if fez) = L;;o~o cnzn

belongs to a certain class of meromorphic functions.
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